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Six Figure Club Wealth Syndicate
Private Members Only
Your Secured Portal To Achieving Total Financial Freedom
I.

Executive Summary .................................................................................................

Our Goal and Sole Reason for existence is to prepare our
members for the forthcoming wealth they shall receive and
the abundance that will follow.
Our platform is PRIVATE and only accessible to those who
have requested information and after fulfilling a qualifying
process and thoughrow vetting, and if approved, then you
may obtained a private invitation for more detailed
performance and contract instructions.
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Cape Coral, Florida 33909
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Highlights: The truly WEALTHY understand that the
language of financial freedom is a process whereby only a
handful of men and women can deliver what the world's top
earners enjoy. These are the 1%'ers who control the globes
economies by their presence alone as "Market Makers."
Objectives: Currently in the U.S. alone, about 850 humans
are the real movers and shakers when it comes to unlimited
wealth. Our mission was to be introduced to a select few of
these power brokers and become number #851… whereby
you, our private member would share in the extra ordinary
financial gains relized by the truly elite.
Mission Statement: To be honest, our company statement
of our mission reads like this: "Help more people achieve six
figure incomes than any other business enterprise in history"
….Knowing now that the truth behind it all is …if you don't
know or have access to one or more of those 851
individuals…. you will fail and never will achieve or even
touch the wealth we are discussing here.
Keys to Success: We have survived over 4 decades of
financial decay and have though it all, come out stronger
and wiser for it. If you believe that wealth can be achieved
thru traditional investment vehicals offered to the general
public….. You have bought into the "Big Lie" Here is a
undeniable TRUTH…. The law of large numbers controls
the profits generated.
This is the TOTAL BOTTOM LINE T R U T H !!!

It’s the LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS that controls the buying power and those
who manage millions of dollars on a daily basis for our “Private Membership” will deliver
profits 24/7.
James S. Davis Jr.
President/CEO/Founder
Owner of 9 separate world-wide businesses!
"THERE ARE ALWAYS OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH WHICH BUSINESSES
AND INDIVIDUALS CAN PROFIT HANDSOMELY, IF THEY WILL ONLY RECOGNIZE AND SIEZE THEM ”
J. PAUL GETTY
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II.

Description of Business...........................................................................................

A consortium of business enterprises joined together to
form a stronger global presence. After working from within
the financial giants (John Hancock Investments, Insurance
and Financial Services, Marriott Corporation Vacation
Ownership Mega-Corporation with 17 brands, and many
other Fortune 500 worldwide companies,) we found the
PATHWAYS used to obtain sustainable lifetime income
streams and now we have harnessed those multiple streams
and have created our own "Income Rivers."
Company Ownership/Legal Entity: We first openned our
corporation over four decades ago in in 1975. We have
chosen to re- establish an (LLC) Limited Liability
Corporation as our legal structure and will also be
establishing for our global partners a legal international
structure early in 2016. This is due to the increased earning
power in foreign markets and need to interact more closely
with the major internation banking systems.

Location: Currently in Cape Coral, Florida as we recently
left the harsh weather and traffic behind in the nations
capital (in Maryland) after several decades in the DC metro
area.
Interior: Our working inviroment is the best of all worlds as
most of our time is traveling to meet potential private
members, and or on the phone sealing contracts and
sending out our quarterly and annual profit checks. No
need to have huge overhead expensive offices since most
business is internet based and modern technology has
proven to be more cost effective.
Hours of Operation: We operate in the Eastern Standard
Time Zone of the United States basicly 10:00AM to 7 or 8:00
PM mostly every day (save Sunday.)
Products and Services: Best to view our website for a
complete overview.
Suppliers: We utilize the best providers who have
consistancy in delivery and security of our private members
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principal investment dollars at the head of their priority
lists.
Service: What ever is needed we make sure it gets resolved.
Manufacturing: When we need a vendor to manufacture a
product we only engage those who have a solid track
recond for on time successful end goods for our customers.
Management: Small as currently our network consists of 8
persons handling verious responsabilities world wide.
Financial Management: All tax reporting is done through
our CPA.
Start-Up/Acquisition Summary: We constantly are
updating computers and expanding our database software,
website maintainance and ongoing marketing and
legal/accounting services.
III. Marketing: We have established a global presence
in multiple mediums. Website presence, massive
blast video emails, webinars, radio, TV
informercials, live television program interviews,
postcards, substantual personal and business
referrral systems, live public seminars and a
constant expansion of our worldwide presence
with upto 200 +/- “Super Affiliates.”
IV. Market Analysis: We have a vurtual limitless
available market place. Our dominate buying
motive is that nearly 95% of the public doesnot
have access to these types of (HYRPIP) High
Yield Return Profit Income Programs. By pooling
several investors funds, we are creating a entry
point for these private members to earn at the
same rate as the top 1% to 5% income producers
do.

Market Segmentation: Most individuals with sufficent high
net worths will be able to reallocate their poorly performing
assets they have already developed over the years. While
others may have to use leveraged funds from lenders we
have secured for their benefit and or any other means that
they can access. Qualified and retirement funds are fully
able to be transferred in to self-directed fund holding
companies (See Broad Financial and our YouTube Video)
for reallocation of these funds.
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Competition: Other firms generally are very high cost
management and or direct investment businesses where
several pieces of the customers earnings pie will be eating
away most generic profits earned when using these
traditional providers
pricing.
V.

Appendix..................................................................................................................

Miscellaneous Documents
Note to all investors: This contract has a maximum holding period of (5) five
years, and you the investor understands that the minimum time frame you will
need to invest, will be not less than 12-24 months. Then, at the time your funds
are deposited in a (“Pooled Account”) for corporate trading purposes, they will
be re-invested when market conditions meet our trading guide lines where they
(your total Principal deposited investment funds) will remain in our corporate
acct. as collateral and will be 100% secured against any losses.
It is also understood that if you do not request in writing your possible interest in
cashing out a partial or total redemption of your original invested funds prior to
the maturity period, then your funds will continue to be traded up to a maximum
of (5) five years with the holding period ending at that time. You may however
request to liquidate your portfolio principal and all earnings at any time after the
original minimum holding period choosen has expired. * The liquidation may
occur only after the contracts that are being traded at the time of your written
request have matured and become liquid. (Generally within 30-90 days.)
___________________________________________________________________

↓ ↓ Example of a Six Figure Club Private Member - Client
Transaction:↓ ↓
Real Example: John and Mary Kennedy (name changed for privacy) for have
chosen to re-allocate $1,000,000 (move to the SFC) several of their poorly
preforming investment vehicles. They consist of the following:
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$500k from dead home equity (earning 0%), $200K from an IRA (earning 4%
annually), $300k from a 401K retirement plan (earning 5% annually) for a total
annual ROI Earnings of $8k – IRA & $15k – 401K and of course -$0- earnings sitting
in your home or other properties) = Total annual profits of $23,000 where their
taxes are deferred till retirement at age 65 (5 years from now.)
$1,000,000 will be split 50%/50% between our two investment portfolios.
Part (1) of (2) parts
Projected MONTHLY INCOME Returns For Passive Investment
Path
(1st Chart)

$500,000 is placed in this trading program and they will receive a ROI as follows
from this 1st Chart:

Level

Approximate
Amount
Invested

Interest %

6th
Level

$500,000 $999,999

2.66%

Monthly
Income

Projected
Annual
ROI

*12-24
Month
Pay-Out
PERIOD

$13,300
$26,600

32%

$160,000
$320,000

Here the $500,000 earns a fixed 2.66% per month interest = $13,300 Monthly
Income which = Annual 32% Earning ROI which delivers a $160,000 in annual
PROFITS.
Minus the current 3% (HELOC) home equity line of credit loan interest charge
from the bank/lender for letting you borrow your own $$$$$$$. * Note: Check
with your tax advisor, although here in the U.S.A. the loan (3%) interest you pay is
normally a Tax Deductible Expense. So when you deduct the $15,000 charge for
using your own money (instead of letting your banker use and keep 100% of the
profits.)
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Your profit of $160,000 - $15,000 interest charges = $145,000 spendable annual
income which if taken would pay you $12,083 MONTHLY PROFIT….. So perhaps
you should never pay the loan back and keep your home in tact as your invested
funds are fully secured until you choose not to enjoy spending / earning this
$12,083 MONTHLY PROFIT! Remember you are responsible for any taxes due so
we recommend that you set aside and pay at least 1 out of each 3 Profit Checks to
your investment partner the IRS!
Part (2)
The remaining $500,000 is being re-invested into our long term account below
with a multi-year minimum holding period up to a maximum (5) five years
guaranteed payout account.
Projected INCOME Returns for Wealth Accumulator
Investment Path
(2nd Chart)
“Multiple Income Streams Create Income Rivers”
$500,000 balance is placed in this trading program and they will receive a ROI as follows
from this 2nd Chart:

Level

Approximate
Amount Invested

Yield %

5th
Level

$500,000 - $749,999

60%

12-24 Month ROI Cash Out or
Liquidation Holding Period

$300,000 - $450,000

Here the $500,000 earns a fixed 60% interest per year = $300,000 Annual Income
Which Deliver’s REAL ANNUAL PROFITS.
There is no cost of funds (unless you borrow them from others) because the
money’s are being rolled over or transferred into another pre-qualified tax
sheltered holding company (that is A SELF-DIRECTED IRA OR OTHER LEGAL
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VEHICLE) and no penalties are incurred because everything was done within the
60 day rule set by the IRS.
* Note there is a general set-up fee to manage your qualified acct and all those
details are fully defined when using any of our lending partners.
Now, your profits will grow exponentially and be re-invested several times during
the minimum holding period of 12-24 months up to a maximum (5) year period.
Your profit of $300,000 - $1,500 (approx. qualified holding company set up fee) =
$298,500 annual income earned (without labor, worry or risk) which 100%
accumulation is tax-deferred until such time you redeem those profits…..
*You need to review both charts to see what the best blend income program fits
your income needs.

“Most of our “Private Members” in a few short
years will earn $100,000.00 in Profits.
Many will earn “Six Figures” annually!
Yes, we even have members earning in excess of
$100,000.00 even seven figures monthly….
Which PATH will you take?”
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